This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #49  Solution: 9 letters

(3) BCH  CAL  EIA  FGI  FIB  IBM  NEO
NIL  RED  RIP  STY  TEE  TIE  TRY
UOE  (4) AFAR  AFRO  AGER  AREA  ARES  ASIA
EDDY  EDIT  ELLE  ESPN  IRAS  KENT  LAMA
LATH  MING  OMIT  OPEN  PAIL  PAPA  PATS
PRIM  REAP  ROMP  TEAR  TIER  TRIM  URAL
YARN  (5) ARIEL  BUENO  BUTOH  CORNU  ERROR  FAIRS
FRERE  HEYEM  LATIN  LHASA  MISTY  NAVAL  OBAMA
ORBIT  PRONE  RARER  WIMPY  (6) ADAGIO  ASIAGO  ENCIAGE
NERFED  ROLAND  TEASER  VIRIAL  VOLARE  CABLE TV
DOLPHIN  LIBRARY  (8) FOWL BALL  HARE CARE  HART RATE  ROE HOHUM  SOLE MATE
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